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Initiative 19-0028 (Amdt. #1)

The Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary of the chief
purpose and points of the proposed measure:
REQUIRES STATE REGULATIONS TO REDUCE PLASTIC WASTE, TAX
PRODUCERS OF SINGLE-USE PLASTICS, AND FUND RECYCLING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS. INITIATIVE STATUTE. Requires CalRecycle to
adopt regulations reducing plastic waste, including to: (1) require that single-use plastic
packaging, containers, and utensils be reusable, recyclable, or compostable, and to reduce such
waste by 25%, by 2030; (2) prohibit polystyrene container use by food vendors; and (3) tax
producers of single-use plastic packaging, containers, or utensils by January 1, 2022, and allocate
revenues for recycling and environmental programs, including local water supply protection.
Prohibits Legislature from reducing funding to specified state environmental agencies below
2019 levels. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and Director of Finance of fiscal
impact on state and local governments: State revenue from new tax on single-use plastic
packaging and foodware likely in the range of a few billion dollars annually. Revenues
would be used to administer and implement programs intended to reduce waste, increase
recycling, and restore habitats. Unknown net effect on local governments. There would
likely be increased costs for waste collecting and sorting which might be partially or fully
offset by new tax revenue, payments from producers to support recycling, or lower costs
associated with a reduction in total plastic waste collected. (19-0028A1.)
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Act of 2020."
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availability

is projected

find and declare
has reached
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all of the following:

335 million

tons and continues

on fossil fuel resources,

to more than triple by 2050,

which would

global
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all fossil fuel consumption.
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deadly

mammals,
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fish markets.
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packaging

as the
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in the state.

containers,
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at the point of purchase
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in the state.
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means
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item.

that offers for sale, sells, or distributes

hinged

from raw materials

packaging

coated
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paper,
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and most closely
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contains

coated

used for the containment,

by the producer
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for the user or
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to, all of the following:

beverage.
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or brand or who sells or
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packaging"
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made
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own name
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is sold or distributed
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who manufactures
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single-use
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entirely
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corporation,
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a sales

the product,
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(3) Transport

or secondary
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packaging
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to brand
to protect

or display

the product.

the product

during

transport.
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medical

and

prescription
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drugs

material

as specified
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for the containment
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u.s.c. Secs. 321 (h) and (g), and Sec. 353(b)(1
u.s.c. Section 321 (z), on-farm tertiary single-use

in 21.

reusable

plastic

42381 (a) The
Agency,

packaging,
Department,

Food,

Department

of Tax

and enforce

(1) Place

by regulation,

define

In determining

a material
defined

type

single-use
(2) Place

plastic

packaging

plastic

single-use
maximum
reduction

plastic
extent
shall

nonrecyclable
baseline

and single-use
(5) Establish

packaging

plastic

or

Protection
Council,

and the

regulations

packaging

to

and

by 2030.

sorted,

Department

consider

of

whether

and aggregated

of new

shall

single-use

The

for purposes

at a minimum,

into

products.

not constitute

recycling

of

foodware.

or prohibit

single-use

determines

to source

reduce,

plastic

in replacing

plastic

packaging

to be unnecessary

material.

to require

foodware

while

for convenient

programs

foodware

percent

Department

to achieve

producers

to use recycled

recyclability

consumer

and deposits.

shall,

the 2030

in the production
ensuring

sold

or compostable

The

for reduction

by both weight

twenty-five

a recyclable

by the Department,

mechanisms

to take-back

shall,

of disposal

and by no less than

the Department

plastic

as

packaging,

or compostable

in the production

forms

and single-use

and a timeline

as defined

formula,

and

for the

item.

or noncompostable

(4) Authorize

plastic

for recycling,

to reduce

on producers

not result

and

do all of the following:

recyclable,

used

adopt

or compostable

that the Department

possible,

by 2023

materials,

verifiably

and single-use

or food

requirements

reusable,

collected

on producers

plastic

Protection

shall

single-use

recyclable,

and other

foodware

of a product

(3) Place

to being

production,

requirements

single-use
delivery

prior

shall

the Department

is regularly

fuel

Administration

to ensure

the terms

)), infant

Environmental

the Ocean

regulations

refillable,

recyclability,

and form

streams,

Combustion,

Such

on producers

is reusable,

Agency,

Finance

this Act.

requirements

foodware

with the California

Resources
and

Drug,

of

by the Department.

in consultation

Natural

implement

this Act.

as defined

the California

California

plastic

shall

Act (21

defined

limited

packaging

devices

Cosmetic

shall,

plastic

access

and number

of items,

in or into California
(25%)

by 2030.

material

with

by regulation,

to the
Source

a
develop

goal.
content

of single-use

and renewable
plastic

packaging

or compostability.
to recycling,

including

but not

a

(6) Establish

and enforce

single-use

plastic

(7) Prohibit

labeling

packaging

standards

and

the distribution

to support

single-use

plastic

of an expanded

the proper

soding

of discarded

foodware.

polystyrene

food

service

container

by a food

vendor.
(8) Consider
plastic

the adoption

packaging

provisions

of regulations

and single-use

of Chapter

6, commencing

Resources

Code.

(b) Nothing

in this subdivision

government

or local

(c) Producers
Department

register

deems

for proving

foodware,

consistent

be construed

with

to carrying

these

and submit

data

out this chapter.

that a single-use

use plastic

item

comply

a regulation

presents

unique

an extension
regulatory

cannot

(a) due to health

challenges

for that

The

California

with

and safety

reasons,

and has no alternatives,

single-use

Department

Plastic

use plastic

plastic

shall

Pollution

packaging

packaging

single-use

plastic

annually

thereafter

Department

shall

administer,

collect

the California
enforcing

and single-use

to the state

plastic

shall

that the
be responsible

packaging

established
because

the Department
or single-use

and single-

by the Department

it is unsafe

to recycle,

may exempt

plastic

Fee,

"1, 2022,

as determined

plastic

Beginning

the fee for inflation
contract

with

foodware

January
based

the California

and enforce

Department

or

or provide

foodware

from

that

and a producer

by the Department,
destined

for final

be paid

1, 2030,

Department

from

and

by the Department.

and Fee Administration

by proceeds

of Tax

or

shall

adjust

Price

Index.

The

Fee Administration
Costs

For administering,

the fee prior

in California.

plastic foodware

Consumer

pay, a

on all single-

sale

the Department

on the California

the fee established

of Tax

shall

to distribution

incurred
collecting
pursuant

to
by
and
to

(k).

(b) In determining
of recycling

by January

one cent ($0.01 ) per item of single-use

packaging.

the fee shall

subdivision

establish

Reduction

Such fee shall not exceed

plastic

a local

requirement.

42382(a)

of each

upon

mandates.
at any point

to section

to the

30 of the Public

Producers

determines

pursuant

but not limited

any mandate

(d) If the Department
foodware

of all single-use

of Part 3 of Division

to impose

with the Department

with

and safety

provider.

appropriate

compliance

the health

with 42370,

shall

recycling

shall

plastic

to ensure

each

material
foodware

the amount
material
type

of the fee, the Department

type

utilized

and form,

by producers.

that the Department

the amount

of the fee shall

may update

the amount

as determined
For single-use

determines

be the equivalent

of the fee no more

annually.

rely on the average

by the Department,
plastic

is not currently

of one cent
than

shall

packaging
recyclable

($O.O'l ) per item.

net cost

and the amount
and single-use
or compostable,
The

Department

(c) Single-use
Department

plastic

foodware

to be made

wholly

and plastic

packaging

from plastic

derived

subject to a fee that shall not exceed
packaging
plastic

or single-use

packaging

plastic

one-half

foodware.

that are made

primarily

plastic

packaging

from renewable

cent ($0.005)

by the

materials

shall be

per item of single-use

Single-use

plastic

from plastic

derived

shall be subject to a fee that shall not exceed
of single-use

that are determined

foodware

plastic

and single-use

from renewable

materials

three-quarters of one cent ($0.0075)

or single-use

plastic

foodware,

as determined

per item

by the

Department.
(d) A producer
Department

shall remit the fee assessed

of Tax and Fee Administration

Reduction

Fund, which

(e) The amount
producer
passed

is hereby

of the California

of a single-use
on to consumers

(f) The Department
material

may adopt

for adjusting

recyclability,

foodware

description

in subdivision

by the Department

to Section

of Finance

Pollution

Fund for cashflow

on changes

activities,

and shall not be

or invoice.
the amount

of the fee for each
and the

the fee shall be deemed

to meet the

11340.9

of the Government

Code and may be filed

11343.8

of the Government

Code.

may authorize

including,

packaging

in the net cost of recycling,

to adjust

one or more

purposes

(1 ) The loans are to allow the departments
implementation

Pollution

Fee shall be paid by the

plastic

for determining

Regulations

(g) The Department
Reduction

Plastic

the fee is to be paid by a producer,

(g) of Section

pursuant

Reduction

item on a receipt

the fee based

or compostability.

to the California

into the California

or single-use

regulations

on which

to this subdivision

in the State Treasury.
Pollution

as a separate

type, the schedule

methodology

created
Plastic

plastic

pursuant
for deposit

subject

identified

but not limited

loans to the California

to the following

in this section
to, drafting

conditions:

to begin

program

Plastic

program

guidelines

and

regulations.
(2) The loans are short
sufficient

revenues
charges

Government

Code.

(h) The Department
($50,000)

regulations
provision
which

may impose

created

Penalty

Budget

Plastic
pursuant

Act.

adopts

30 days after the deposit
Reduction

to subdivision

civil penalty

to implement

into the California
shall be expended

Plastic

163"l4

not to exceed

of the

fifty thousand

with this Act or any of the

this Act. Funds
Moneys

of

Fund.

(e) of Section
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December 24, 2019
Hon. Xavier Becerra
Attorney General
13 00 I Street, 1ih Floor
Sacramento, California 95814
Attention:

Ms. Anabel Renteria
Initiative Coordinator

DEC 2 4 2019
INITIATIVE COORDINATOR
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE

19-0028
Arndt# '

Dear Attorney General Becerra:
Pursuant to Elections Code Section 9005, we have reviewed the proposed statutory initiative
(A.G. File No. 19-0028, Amendment #1) related to the disposal and recycling of single-use
plastic packaging and foodware.

BACKGROUND
Plastic Waste
Plastic Waste in California. In California, plastics amount to roughly 10 percent of the total
waste generated. Over time, the amount of plastic waste has increased due to greater prevalence
of plastic packaging materials used by manufacturers and disposable plastic products purchased
and used by consumers. Some of the most common types of plastic waste include durable plastic
items, plastic wrapping, and plastic bags.

Recycling of Plastic Waste. Based on available data, it is estimated that a small portion of all
the plastic waste generated in California is recycled into new products, while the majority is
disposed of in landfills. The plastic items that are recycled generally are from certain types of
plastic that are easier to cleanly sort out from other waste and have more readily established
manufacturing processes to facilitate the use of recycled materials.
State and Local Government Responsibi!ities Related to Recycling
California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (Ca/Recycle). CalRecycle is
the state department responsible for implementing statewide recycling policies and programs.
For example, CalRecycle administers the program for recycling of beverage containers known as
the Beverage Container Recycling Program. The department also oversees several extended
producer responsibility programs for specific products-such as carpet and paint-in order to
ensure that producers collect and recycle their used products.

Local Governments. Local governments, generally cities and counties, are responsible for
the collection and disposal of solid waste. Local governments may provide these services directly
Legislative Analyst's Office
Californi a Legislat ure
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or by contracting with a private company (such as a waste hauler). After waste is collected, it is
often processed through material recovery facilities to sort out recyclable materials before the
remaining waste is disposed of in a landfill or incinerated. Local governments typically fund the
cost of waste collection, sorting, and disposal by charging fees to the residences and businesses
receiving waste collection services.

PROPOSAL
This measure establishes new requirements for the recycling and reduction of single-use
plastic packaging and food ware with the intent of reducing the amount of plastic waste that is
generated and that ends up in landfills or as litter. This measure also creates a new tax on all
single-use plastic packaging and foodware sold in California.

Establishes Recycling, Reduction, and Reuse Requirements for Certain Plastic
Waste
This measure requires CalRecycle, in consultation with other specified state agencies, to
adopt regulations on the production and sale of all single-use plastic packaging and foodware
sold in California. Among other requirements, these regulations must:
•

Require all single-use plastic packaging and foodware to be recyclable, reusable,
refillable, or compostable by 2030.

•

Require producers to reduce or eliminate single-use plastic packaging or foodware
that is um1ecessary for the delivery of a product or food item.

•

Require producers to reduce the total amount of single-use plastic packaging and
foodware sold in California by 25 percent by 2030.

•

Establish take-back and deposit programs to establish convenient ways for consumers
to recycle.

•

Prohibit food vendors from distributing expanded polystyrene food service containers
(commonly known as "Styrofoam").

In order to implement these regulations, the measure requires all producers of single-use
plastic packaging and foodware to register with and submit data to CalRecycle. This measure
also allows the department to grant exemptions to the regulations for single-use plastic items for
health and safety reasons, if they are unsafe to recycle, or ifthere are unique challenges and no
alternatives. This measure includes various other provisions, such as penalties on producers that
do not comply with this measure.

Creates a New Tax on Plastic Packaging and Foodware
Creates New Tax Beginning in 2022. This measure creates a new tax on each individual
item of single-use plastic packaging and food ware sold in California beginning in 2022. The
measure specifies the tax rate at a maximum level of one cent for each item. Under the measure,
the maximum level of the tax will be adjusted for inflation beginning in 2030. The measure
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requires that the tax rate be based on the actual cost to recycle each type of material and also
establishes other requirements for determining the tax rates as follows:
•

Requires the maximum one cent tax on all single-use plastic packaging and foodware
that CalRecycle determines is not recyclable or compostable.

•

Requires a tax of up to one cent on all single-use plastic packaging and food ware that is
recyclable, but is not produced with renewable materials, such as plant-based products.

•

Requires a tax of up to three-qum1ers of one cent on all single-use plastic packaging
and foodware that is produced using mostly renewable materials.

•

Requires a tax of up to one-half of one cent on all single-use plastic packaging and
foodware that is produced using only renewable materials.

Allocates Revenues for Various Purposes. This measure specifies the allocation and
allowable uses of the revenue generated by the new tax. After funding for the collection and
administration of the tax, the remaining revenue would be allocated as follows:
•

50 percent to CalRecycle for implementing and enforcing the requirements of the
measure, as well as funding various programs intended to support statewide
recycling, reduction, and composting efforts.

•

30 percent to the California Natmal Resources Agency for grants to state and local
agencies to mitigate the environmental impacts of plastic pollution, such as by
restoring habitats and protecting wildlife.

•

20 percent to local governments for various purposes, such as supp011ing local
recycling and composting programs and mitigating the impacts of plastic pollution.

Specifies Fundillg Levels for Certain Existing State Programs. This measure also requires
that the budgets for certain state natural resources departments continue to receive at least the
same level of General Fund support in future years as is included in the state's 2019-20 budget.

FISCAL EFFECTS
111creased State Revenue and Costs. The measure will result in increased state revenue from
the new· tax on single-use plastic packaging and foodware. The magnitude of the revenue
generated is uncertain but possibly in the range of a few billion dollars annually in the near term.
The actual amount of revenue will depend on the number of items of single-use plastic
packaging and foodware sold in the state and the specific regulations developed by CalRecycle,
for example, how it defines "recyclable" for determining tax rates. Revenue from the tax over the
longer term could be higher or lower depending on several factors. On the one hand, revenues
could be lower in the future to the extent that producers reduce the total amount of single-use
plastic packaging they use, consumers purchase fewer single-use plastic foodware, or more
packaging and foodwares switch to renewable sources. On the other hand, if historic trends of
increasing production and use of plastic items continues, revenue in the longer term could be
higher. In addition, the state will incur costs, funded from the new tax revenue, to administer the
tax, develop regulations, and administer and implement new programs.
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State Appropriations Limit Consideration. The California Constitution limits the total amount
the state can spend from certain types of revenues. State spending is cunently below, but close to,
the limit. Depending on a variety of factors, including how much tax revenue is ultimately raised
and how future expenditures are allocated, this measure could cause spending to exceed the limit.
When the limit is exceeded, the Constitution requires the state to return 50 percent of any excess to
taxpayers and spend the remaining 50 percent on schools and community colleges.
Unclear Net Effects on Local Govemments. The fiscal effects on local governments are
unclear but potentially significant. While this measure does not increase requirements
specifically on local governments, it does require CalRecycle to implement a number of new
regulations, which could affect different aspects of the waste collection, sorting, and recycling
systems. For example, the regulations might result in the installation of new collection and
sorting equipment to better enable recycling of certain plastic materials. Because local
governments will continue to have a role in collecting and sorting waste, including single-use
plastic packaging and foodware, the measure's requirements could result in additional costs to
local governments. The magnitude of these costs would depend on the specific regulations
enacted and how they actually would be implemented. However, these local government costs
could be partially or fully offset by ( 1) a share of the new tax revenues provided to local
governments under this measure, (2) possible future payments made by producers to support
recycling, and (3) a reduction in costs to the extent that the amount of plastic waste that has to be
collected and smied declines.
Summary of Fiscal Effects. We estimate that this measure would have the following major
fiscal effects:
•

State revenue from new tax on single-use plastic packaging and foodware likely in the
range of a few billion dollars annually. Revenues would be used to administer and
implement programs intended to reduce waste, increase recycling, and restore habitats.

•

Unknown net effect on local governments. There would likely be increased costs for
waste collecting and sorting which might be partially or fully offset by new tax
revenue, payments from producers to suppmt recycling, or lower costs associated
with a reduction in total plastic waste collected.

Sincerely,

~(

Keely artin Bosler
Director of Finance

